The Atlantic bluefin tuna fishery, one of the most prized and lucrative, is increasingly threatened with collapse, according to scientists, after the regulatory body established to maintain the fishery has again recommended a quota for the eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean population at a level that many scientists and conservationists believe is unsustainable.
The International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna (ICCAT) voted last month at a meeting in Marrakech for a quota of 22,000 tonnes to be caught in the Mediterranean and eastern Atlantic next year, a reduction of 6,500 tonnes from this year's quota. It will be cut to 19,950 tonnes in 2010. However, its scientific advisers had previously advised the maximum sustainable catch was only 15,500 tonnes.
The commission, representing the 46 main fishing nations, also rejected scientific advice to close fragile spawning areas in May and June. The discussions were noted for allegations that the European Union had threatened developing states with trade retaliations if they supported lower catch limits and extended closed seasons.
News focus
The wildlife charity WWF said that the European Union was the main backer of the new quota, with the support of Japan, Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt and Syria. It said that Japan had initially followed the US, Canada, Mexico, Norway, Iceland and Brazil in supporting a limit of 15,000 tonnes. "This is not a decision, it's a disgrace," said Sergi Tudela, head of the WWF's Mediterranean fisheries programme. Greenpeace called the vote disastrous and shameful.
"The European Union, representing the majority of Mediterranean countries with interests in the bluefin tuna fishery, has bullied other parties in the meeting into agreeing to management proposals that completely fail to follow the advice of ICCAT's own scientific The quota set last month for catching bluefin tuna in the eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean next year has infuriated scientists and conservationists who believe the stocks face collapse. Nigel Williams reports.
Anger over bluefin tuna decision
Threatened: Scientists and conservationists believe a moratorium is needed to protect rapidly dwindling bluefin tuna stocks but fishing will continue. (Photo: WWF/© Brian Skerry/National Geographic.) body to substantially reduce fishing and protect the species' spawning grounds," says the WWF.
The conservation organisation Oceana said the new catch limits were 'disastrous' for bluefin tuna. Xavier Pastor, executive director for Oceana in Europe, said: "ICCAT's credibility has been destroyed by the negotiating countries who opposed responsible management measures for bluefin tuna." "Instead of preserving bluefin tuna stock from collapse, they gave in to the fishing industry's shortterm economic interests. With this decision, we can only wait for the disappearance of bluefin tuna," he added.
The US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration had pushed for cuts to the eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean bluefin tuna catch from 29,000 tonnes to 15,500 tonnes. The catch level for the western Atlantic stock was agreed to be reduced from 2,100 tonnes to 1,800 tonnes by the year 2010. "I am extremely disappointed with the results of this meeting," said Rebecca Dent, the head of the US delegation and director of international affairs at NOAA's fishery service. "While the commission followed the recommendation to reduce catch levels for the western stock consistent with the science, it continues to put the species as a whole in jeopardy by authorising excessive fishing levels on the eastern stock."
The ICCAT decision is more dismaying to scientists and conservationists because of the considerable support for a proposed moratorium on the fishery received at the World Conservation Congress in Barcelona in October, which delighted conservationists. "On any account, this was an extraordinary step, a recognition that it is now or never to save the magnificent Mediterranean bluefin tuna, preserve the balance of the delicate marine systems for which it is the top predator and maintain, in the long term, the economic and cultural relationship between the Mediterranean tuna and the Mediterranean people," wrote Prince Albert of Monaco and James Leape, director-general of WWF International in a newspaper article after the Barcelona meeting.
Prince Albert has been involved in the problems with the bluefin tuna fishery through the work of his foundation, which is currently sponsoring a research project with the WWF to tag and track the movements of the fish.
With the new fears about the prospects for bluefin tuna, WWF is now considering asking the Convention on International Trade in Endangered species of Wild Flora and Fauna (Cites) to list the Atlantic bluefin tuna as an 'appendix 1' species, which would put a ban on international trade and switch off the lucrative market for the fish.
A previous attempt by Cites to take action in the 1990s was defeated when ICCAT pledged to take its own measures to protect the bluefin, said the WWF's Tudela. "Sixteen years later it is clear to the world that ICCAT has failed, now it is time to get very serious with Cites."
Prince Albert of Monaco said: "I am deeply saddened and dismayed to hear of the ICCAT's decision to allow the unsustainable fishing of bluefin tuna to continue. The collapse of our bluefin tuna population is now a real possibility unless immediate action is taken". 
